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Translated ~rom Chinese

A REPORT ON
THE ROMANIZATION 0? CHINESE CHARACTERS

I.~~2h1fleSe0haract~5
Chinese charaoters arc all monosyllabic.
to the Chinese as han—tzu.

Such charactors arc kno~n

Chinese characters arc used over a wide area.

Apart from the fact that ovor seven hundred million Chinese use Chinese
charaaters, these cbaracters also appear in large numbers in the written
languagos of both Japan and Korea,

Formerly, Vietnamese was also a branoh

of the language family employing Ch.inese characters.

Chinese scattered

all over the world bave likewise retained the use of the charaoters.
Chinese—language newspapers arc published and circulated in all the East
Asian countriee.
papers.

The linited States alone has a variety of Chinese newe—

And Chinese newepapers arc published even in Mauritius.

In the field of geographical terminology, many place—names in Japan,
Korea and Vietnam arc written in Chinese characters.

Por this reason,

place—names in Chinese characters occupy a special place in geographical
terminology.
Chinese characters arc traditionally classified into six categories
known as liu shu, in accordance with the different ways in which they arc
formed.
(1)

These categories are:
~ (pictographs): characters that arc representations

of the physical likenesses of objects.
andJ~ ~ “the moon“;
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Per example, ~

~

“the aun“,

.4;
(2)

øbihBhih (8imple idoograph$): oharaotor8 who8e shape~ incl.ioato

the sen~es,

(3)

For exainp1e,~

~

“up“, and

~f

~sia“~, “clown“;

Huii (oompound ideograph~): charaoterc~ who3e meaning~ are eug~.

gested by their makeup~
~

“man“, and

‚

For examp1e,i~ ~

whlch is formed from ~

“word“, signifies “a man of hie word,“ or “a pledge of

one‘s word“;

(4) ~~sh~n

(phonetic compounds)z charactors in which the radica).

indicates the sense wbile the other part indicates the sound

(5)

Ohia chieh (phonetic loans): characters borrowed. and used to re~
procont bomonymous worde for which no characters had previously exieted~
For example,

(6)

4~

~

“to commancl“, and —~ch‘ang2, “long“

ahuan chu (cierivative characters): synonymous characters wbich,

by analogy of form, bave acquired similar or identical sounds~
The great majority of Chinese characters belong to the fourth category
mentioned above~

These cix categories indicate the basic principles whicb

govern the formation of Chinese characters, and constitute a speoialized
field of study~

These characters togetber with the functione they fulfil

by reason of their ehapes, sounds and. the meanings they convey have served
for tbousands of years as a cornerstone on which Chinese civilization is
founded
This je no place to go into the question of how the component
of Chiriese characters had evolved in anciont times.

parts

What followe je a

brief diecussion o±~ the levels of pronunciation and tones of Chinese
characters:
Levels of Pronunciation

All languages or dialocte have differont

levels or styles of pronunciation.

Even among speakers of Mandarin

Chinese born and bred in Peiping, there arc variations in pronunciation
according to rnood, speod, and context. For instance, the character~
2
V
means “long“ when pronounced
‚ and “to grow“ or “elder“ when pro—

~

nounced

.Likewise, the character~~means “the male or positive
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element“ when it je pronounoed ch~ien2, arid “dry“ when lt je pronounoed
kan2.

Much more can be said in this connection, hut let this suffice~
The most convenient way of analyzing

~~al8Finalsand~2nes

the sound. of a Chinese character is to divide lt into:
(1) an initial, or the beginning sound,
(2) a final, er the rest of the syllable, and

(3) a tone, which may be regarded as a quality of the whole syllable,
As to the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA), the Wade system, and the
Chinese National Phonetic Alphabet, the present writer will not go into
the details of these three systems of pronunciation, but will rather refer
the reader to Dr. Y. R. Chao‘s Introduction to ~
~onar.
A Chinese syllable therefore consists of not only an initial and a
final, but also a tone, or a time—pitch whose function is to express the
2
mood of a syllable. Thus,~~ in a high rising tone, is the Chinese
word. for “wolf,“ and. ~ in a falling tone je the Chinese word for
“wave“.

These two sounds are different from each other just as

different from ~ and ~ from ~ in English.
The d.ialect of Peiping has four tones in stressed syllables, and. all
the tones can be divided into the following five equal pitches according to
their x‘ising or falling patterns:

1. low, 2. half—low, 3. middle, 4. half—

high, and 5. high.
The four tones of the Peiping d.ialect are:

p

h

~ Upper Even (Tone)

High level

itc

(2) ~i3 ~

High rising

35

(3) 1-

~

(4)

~4

~.

‘in~jsh~n1‘ Lower Even (Tone)
3
1
g~sh6n
Rising Tone
~4—sh~n1

Low rising

214

Falling, or Going, High falling
Tone
to bw

51

For greater details, see Dr. Y. R, Chao‘s Introciuction to Matthews‘ Chinese—
~g~ishDictionar

and various works in Chinese on this subject.

China je a country spacious in territory and diversified in dialects.
All the dialects in China proper have been cbassified. on the basis of similar—
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ities in proriunoiatiOfl into nin~ cate~orie~, corre~pondini~ to nine geo—
graphical areas, by the eminent scholar
into twelve language groups.

Chan~ Pin—lin.

Others divide them

There arc difference~ even among dialeots in

each area.
1rhe Chinese Phonetic Alphabet usecl for phonetic transoriptiOn of Chinese
characters was adopted after extensive research done by a large number of
scholars, and was promulgated by the Chinese Government in 1928.

As part of

of the effort aimed at the development of a unified national language, this
phonetic alphabet bears no resembience to the Roman alphabet.

Some of its

letters arc phonetic units consisting of both consonants and vowels, and as
such, can be pronounced. separately.

This phonetic system has been used. to

indicate the pronunciation of Chinese characters in Chinese primary school
textbooks.

As a result, all Chinese students have iearned. to speak correct

Mandarin Chinese.
II.

~
The compilation o±~ geographical terms and the recording of place—names

in a card. catalogue system has been completed. as regards the entire province
of Taiwan ancl a part of the Chinese mainland.

Work on the other areas is

expected to be completed. in two years.
Further re8earch on the Wade—Giles system in the light of various otber
Romanization systems has been in progress since the Geneva Conference.

The

original “key‘ will be revised and re—published to meet our need.
With regard. to Resolution 15 adopted by the 1967 Geneva Conference
the Chinese Governrnent is prepared to formulate an acceptable Romanization
system for place—names in !i~ast Asia.
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